
GForce Life Sciences worked with the Vice President of Quality for a Fortune 500
medical device manufacturer. They had purchased a multi-million-dollar company and it
was identified during the acquisition that the company had several compliance gaps
within their quality network. One of the goals of the acquisition was to integrate the
company into the corporate Quality Management System. 
 
The Vice President had many challenges that worried her. Most importantly, the site was
validation deficient, which resulted in an HHE and she determined that is was best to put a
hold on product until these issues were remediated. The decision to hold product would
prevent the company from earning over $4,000,000 in revenue. The determination to
hold millions of dollars in product revenue vs. waiting for an inspection with very damaging
ramifications was an easy one. Another major factor was that the local site lacked any
quality leadership or expertise to remediate and integrate the company.
 
GForce Life Sciences provided them with a fully hands on Interim Quality Assurance
Manager to begin extensive remediation & integration efforts of CAPA records (over 50),
Complaints (over 40), and over 300 Device History Records (DHR).
 
Within a short 7-month time frame, our consultant led the effort to successfully complete
all remediation activity, complete analytically driven validations and they were able to
release the product hold.
 
 
Additionally, our client hosted 2 successful ISO audits (1 unannounced) with excellent
results. Product was reintroduced to the marketplace and the QMS displayed an auditable
state of compliance. 
 
Our client was able to successfully remediate their site, harmonize with the corporate
QMS, which displayed an auditable state of compliance (eliminating the risk of heavy fines
or future shutdowns) and reintroduce the product to the marketplace which allowed the
company to realize it’s $4,000,000 revenue.
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